Press Release

Newly Opened Homestead RV Community Selects Big Fish Technologies to
Assist in Developing Next Level Technology within RV Community
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Bradenton, FL – January 4, 2021 - Big Fish Technologies (BFT) was selected by Ed Bridgman, owner designer and developer of the newly opened Homestead RV Community located near Mobile, AL, to
assist in building the most technologically advanced RV destination in the world. This newly designed
community offers quick and easy access to information delivered at high speeds over the internet via
state-of-the-art fiber optic cable through the entire community. Community wide high speed wireless
connectivity is delivered to every site by wireless access points that are supplied with a fiber connection.
This technology provides the fastest high-speed internet possible through the entire community
guaranteeing that guests will be able to work or stream videos from their private hot tub, the
community park or the privacy of their RV.
The new community has a clean uncluttered design, improved functionality and enhanced technology
features focused on Bridgman’s desire to provide a community that will set the bar for RV communities
worldwide. He is passionate about not only designing and developing a community that will reduce
costs and improve profitability but also sharing the concept with other property owners and realtors
that are looking at ways to utilize and make their properties more profitable. According to Bridgman, “I
want to use the Homestead RV Community as a flagship or calling card for demonstrating to others what
can be done with their properties, I maximize the value of my client’s property.” He plans to do exactly
that by sharing profitability results and feasibility analysis that will show precisely how his community
can be duplicated by others. Visit their website at www.homervc.com and www.oeb.name to explore
the vast range of amenities they are offering to create a safe, fun and friendly environment for all.
Big Fish has also installed a robust entertainment system for the pavilion powered by a 4500-watt
amplifier for massive amounts of sound. The system includes a Roku for streaming movies for guests to
enjoy the community and relationship aspect during their visit. The community is designed to
accommodate both longer term guests and those wanting to visit for shorter stays as well. Added
safety measures has also been provided by Big Fish including LPR (license plate recognition) cameras
installed to capture pictures of every license plate exiting the community. Many other BFT surveillance
cameras have been installed for monitoring all commons areas within the community as well to help
provide a safe environment for all to enjoy their visits.
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